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"There are a sort of men vrhose visages 
Do cream and mantle like a standing pond; 
And do a l'Tilful stillness entertain 
VIi th purpose to be dressed in an opinion 
Of wisdom, gravity, profound conceit; 
As who should say, "I am Sir Oracle 
And l>rhen I ope my lips, let no dog bark ~ 11 
?·1erchant of Venice 
Act I, Scene 1. 
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INTRODUCTION 
\fuen the first atomic explosion in Japan heralded the ending of 
vlorld '\'lar II, the civilized peoples of the world looked forward eagerly 
to peace and normalcy. Peace, of a sort, came but normalcy did not. 
Instead the v10rld in general, and the United States in particular, moved 
from a 11hot war 11 to a cold war. Crisis followed crisis, counter-charge 
follo\ted charge and the man in the street lived in a state of eternal 
tension. He wanted desperately to plan for his future and security, but 
!j planning seemed bootless if there \'las going to be no future. 
II 
I 
He began 
I 
seeking information on the subject and found many people ready and eager 
to provide him t·ri th it, through the various media of modern communication. 
The two media used moat extensively for the dissemination of infor-
mation are the newspaper and the radio, and the man in the street found 
columnists in the rormer ana (.;O.I.!Wlentators in the latter vrho vrere eager to 
minister to his needs. They specialized in many forma of information, 
ranging from night club gossip to sage connnent on national and foreign 
affairs. For the man concen'led with the latter there \•rae selectivity 
vti thin the category;. He could choose betVTeen Republican and Democrat, 
radical and reactionary, learned savants or just plain pitchmen. He had 
but to choose the one \vho, in his opinion, beat served his needs. 
According to circulation figures, the man who best serves the needs 
of the greatest number of people is Dre'tr Pearson. His syndicated news-
paper column, The Washington-lwrry-Go-Round, appears in over 600 daily 
1 
newspapers while his Sunday night radio news analysis attracts fifteen 
vii 
I 
II 
viii 
2 
million radio listeners. Such a vast followi ng , both on the :pages of the · 
newspapers and on the radio waves, indicates t h at Pearson fills a certain 
need far these people. 
What is that need and how do es he fill it? Does the man on the 
street read Pearson because he wishes to be e nterta i ned? Or does Pears on 
give him information and enlightenment on the perplexing problems of a 
con:plex world? Are Pearson's radio predictions so accur ate that his 
audience accepts the m as gospel truth? Has he ari ax to grind or is he a 
responsible member of tbe journalistic :profession? Is he objective or 
does he feed his newspaper and radio audiences an incessant diet of 
chauvinism, sensationalism and sentiment? 
These and ~~ny other questions re garding the motiva tions and char-
acteristics of Drew Pearson can best be answered by content analysis. It 
is i mpossible for the di stant researcher to examine h i s sub j ect in the 
flesh. The next best thing, therefore, is an examination of the content 
of his wri tings, for through such an exam.inat ion it will be possible to 
gain an insight on t he rran hiw~elf. 
Then, t hrough a knowledge of the man himself, it can be determined 
whether he is a responsible newsman or just another pitchnmn p eddling 
bright baubles of news in t he narket place. 
'• 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, OBJECTIVE AND lVIE:THODOLOGY OF THE SURVEY 
In 1944 a poll taken among \~aahington correspondents posed certain 
specific questions. One of the questions which the correspondents \'lere 
asked to ans,'l'er was, 11Which Vlaahington correspondent exerts, through 
his 'l'lri tings, the greatest influen~ on the nation? u Drew Pearson \'laB 
voted the most influential with a total of 56 votes of the 165 cast. His 
) 
nearest competitor, Walter Lippman, received only 28 votes. In 1949 in 
a book dealing with \'/ashington correspondents, Cabell Phillips had this 
to say regarding the influence of newsmen on national legislation and 
legislators~ 
"Anyone familiar with the processes of Congress is a\'rare of 
its extreme sensitivity to columnar co~ent. Doris Fleeson, 
let us say, writing upon the pauaity of educational opportun-
ities in the South, is pretty certain to find her comments 
quoted on the floor by some Senatorial advocate of federal 
e.id to education. Lowell Mellett, 'rThen he takes off after 
re.cie.l bigots in the House, is likely to hear himself describ._ 
ed e.s e. dangerous Red by the Honorable John Rankin of l~ss­
issippi the next de.y. Most members of Congress e.re avid ne\'ts-
paper readers, and most of them have their favorite columnists. 
It is unquestio1~bly true that such men as Walter Lippman, 
Arthur Krock and Drew Pearson do upon occasion affect the c~urse 
of legislation e.nd national affairs through their colu.llms • 11 
vfuy e.re such columnists able to influence men e.nd women in public 
! off'icet Certainly not because they fear the columnist as an individual. 
Ill They are, instead, apprehensive of the power of the printed word as I 
employed by the columnist. It ce.n safely be said that most of the 
/1 t; 
' millions \·Tho read Pee.rson1 s column daily are voters. These voters, some 
I' 
' ,. 
i• of them B.nY\'lay, elect the legislators. Speeches of legislators are 
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confined largely to the Congressional Record and to speaking platforms 
at election time. They are unable to refute in print or on the air each 
and every derogatory remark directed at them by the columnist or comment-
il ator. The people who elect them, very few of whom read the Congressional 
I 
Record, depend upon the ne,-1spapers for their news and the columnist for 
the interpretation of that news. It is this need for interpretation that 
5 
gives rise to the vast circulations enjoyed by some columnists. The 
columnist is, then, partially responsible for the effectiveness or in-
effectiveness of the government. 
A further pursuit of this hypothesis suggests a chain of influence. 
The people elect the members of the government; the columnist, t h rough 
his v1ri ting, . influences the people. In their turn, the people depend 
upon the columnist• s interpretatipn of ~/ashington events as a partial 
basis for determining the worthiness of the men and women who they have 
elected to office. 
If the columnist is a responsible Nriter and offers his :readers 
good cotmsel in his columns, this chain of influence is commendable. It 
serves to inform the people of the efficiency of their elected represent-
atives. If, on the other hand, the columnist is a 11 journalistic 
6 
racketeer 11 
7 
devoted to the principle .of producing 11 a sensation a day 11 , 
II he does the people and the nation a disservice. 
I The purpose of this thesis is then to determine the kind of inform-
ation that the reader receives in the columns of Dre\'t Pearson and to 
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search for apparent bias in the presentation of that information. As a li 
I, prelude to the content analysis, an investigation of the early life of 
\ Hr. Pearson, his association >'lith !vir. Robert s. Allen and a survey of his 
I 
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radio program \'laS made. Some kno'lrledge of his early life \'las necessary 
so that it would be possible to determine \·thether or not it had any 
effect upon hie later writings. The association with Mr. Allen was 
studied to learn 'lthether or not the colunm. changed radically after Mr. 
Allen 1 s departure. Finally, a study was made of Pearaon1 s Sunday night 
radio commentary to note differences betvreen his radio and newspaper 
presentation of news. 
The importance of the study is obvious. In the complex world in 
which ue live, there is an ever increasing need for an informed citizenry. 
The circulations of such columnists as Pearson and Winchell bear 'lli tness 
to this need. It is i mportant, therefore, that the citizen receive 
adequate, accurate, unbiased information. Content analysis l·Till reveal 
\'thether or not Drew Pearson provides such information. 
One of the major uses of content analysis has been the identification 
of the intentions and other characteristics of the communicator. The 
assumption here has been that certain characteristics of the communicators 
determine certain characteristics of the content. By studying the content 
of a certain author, then, the researcher is able to gain insigh ts on the 
8 
'l'rri ter. 
There are five major units of content analysis: the vrord, theme, 
character, item and s pace-time measurements. Inasmuch as the daily 
columns of r<fr. Pearson deal 'l'li th a variety of subjects and often drop a 
subject under discussion in the column to return to it a fe 'I'T inches 
II 
I 
:I 
I' 
I 
'I 
farther on, the space-time measurement of the column inch was used in j 
II 
this work . Not only did the column inch and fractions thereof furnish a 
precise measurement, but it was also the most exp~ditious means of cover-
I ~========~===========================-=-===-=-~-=~~======== 
II 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II ing the vast amount of content to be analyzed. 
The period covered by the analysis extended from January, 1945 to 
ti December, 1950. The colWlllls of one month out of each year v1ere read and 
., 
II 
I' 
I coded. The first month, January, 194), \tae follm-Ted by February, 1944, 
J
1 
then r·ia.rch, 1945 and so on, up to and inclusive of August, 1950. The 
II 
I 
I' 
II 
months of October, 1950, and December, 1950 v1ere included to lengthen the 
eam.pling period. After this chronology had been set up it was possible to 
begin reading and measuring the content. 
All reading and measuring was done in the Periodical Room of the 
Boston Public Library from back issues of the Boston Traveller and every 
column of Drev1 Pearson's was coded 'I'd th the exception of those columna 
;! \-rri tten during the period of August 10 to August 27 inclusive. Mr. 
II 
1: 
I 
I 
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1: 
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Pearson was on vacation at this time and it was felt that the content 
for that period would not reflect his personal opinions, as it was written 
by members of his staff. 
Great care ua.s exercised in the determination of indicators. For 
example , if' a. column dealt primarily uith a profile of Thomas Devrey, it 
uas not coded in its entirety under the indicator, 11 Thomas De;·rey!1 
Instead, the colu'1!11 vra.s measured to reflect the actual content. If, in 
writing about Dewey, a phase of diplomacy was discussed, the inches so 
u s ed uere coded under, 11Diplomacy. 11 
After reading the content of a column and determining the proper 
indicators, each indicator \·Tas measured. If there vra.s a pro or con slant 
:j 
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to tho indicator this fact was so recorded. In this manner it was possible /I 
'
1 to detennine Pearson's attitude toward people, ideas and events. 
1\ 
·i: 
At the close of the study period there rrere 998 indicators i-Thich had 
II ====4~-~========~=============================~======~======== 
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to be consolidated into more general categories. These 998 indicators 
Here f inally coded into thirty-one categories which are explained in 
detail in t hat part of' the thesis dealing 'l'li th the content analysis. 
After evolving the categories, the total column inches for each 
:I categor.f \"tere checked to insure that they compared with the totals of' the 
I 
1 indicators for each month. All percentages \'Tere computed by long division 1 
,! and checked for accuracy. 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PEARSON STORY 
Early Days 
Drew Pearson, whose name bas become known to millions of newspaper 
readers and radio listeners, was born on December 13, 1896, in Evanston, 
Illinois. Christened Andrew Russell Pearson and raised in a strong 
Q,uaker atmosphere ••• he still uses •Thee" and '*Thou" when addressing his 
family~ •• Drew was to have advantages which many of his fellow-columnists 
had to forego. His father, Dr. Paul Martin Pearson, then a college 
professor and later to become governor of the Virgin Islands, sent Drew 
to the farrlous Phillip Exeter Academy, a preparatory school for boys in 
h . 10 Exeter, New Hrunps 1re. 
Graduating at the age of nineteen, he entered Swarthmore College in 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. He won a Phi Beta Kappa key and following 
graduation went overseas as a member of the British Red Cross. At the 
end of the war he remained overseas as the director of the American 
Society of Friends Commission working in the Balkan countries of Monte-
negro, Serbia and Albani a .11 .~though it has probably been changed to 
something with more Russian connotations, a town was named Pearsonavatz 
in his honor by the grateful people of the Balkans.12 
When the work of the Commission had been accomplished, Pearson 
returned to the United States and took a teaching position at the 
University of Pennsylvania, but after a year was lured by the wanderlust. 
Wi, th $700 in his pocket he crossed the Pacific. Travelling mostly by 
thumb, he covered eastern Russia, Japan, China, Tibet and Australia. He 
IJ 
I 
·I 
II 
I 
sustained himself by lecturing in Australia and returned to the United 
States 'l'ti th $754. 
He taught geography at Columbia University for another year and 
then was off' on a second trip to the Orient. Upon his return, he met and 
married the Countess Felicia Gizycka, daughter of 11Cissie 11 Patterson, 
publisher of' the \'fashington Times-Herald. A daughter, Ellen, \'rae born to 
t he couple, but the marriage \'laB to end in divorce. In 1926, Pearson be-
came foreign editor of the United States Daily and in this position v1as 
able to continue his world travels. He covered the Naval Conference in 
13 
Geneva in 1927 and made tangent trips to Paris, Dublin and Havana. In 
1929, retaining his position as forei gn edi t or of the United States Daily, 
he j oined the i'lashington staff of the Baltimore Stm • It \·TaB at this 
time that he met the man with \vhom he was to form. the tiashington-Merry-
Go-Round, Robert S. Allen. 
Seldom have two men been more different, both in appearance and in 
emotional characteristics. Pearson is tall, slightly slouched and soft-
14 
spoken. Allen is short, muscular, ramhtmctious and profane. These dis-
similarities \'Tere to fuse into a combination that sent Washington into a 
spin and marked the beginning of an era in political reporting. 
Pearson and Allen 
15 
11 The first time I sav1 Bob he \'laB fighting . 11 
Robert s. Allen v1ho for ten years was Pearson's collaborator on the 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
Tflashingt on-l•!erry-Go-Round, had just completed a violent argument 'lrTi th j1 
Secretary of State Cordell Hull when he met Dre;, Pearson. The f'act that 1\ 
Ill he was fi ghting 'lrTi th someone ,.,as not at all unusual f'or he seemed to spend 
r 
most of his time in that practice. Born in Latonia, Kentucky, on July 14, j 
=-='-'--·=___:_c.---=-=- --=--=---------- -=-
I 
II 
8 
ij 1900, of German-American parents, Allen began his career in journalism 
I 
I, 
at the age of thirteen as a copy boy on the Louisville Courier-Journal 
16 
at the enviable salary of three dollars a l'teek. After entering the 
University of Kentucky at the a ge of sixteen, he se.\'l fit to interrupt h is 
education by joining the a~. 
He served on the Mexican border and in France and was mustered out 
in 1919 as a second lieutenant. Resuming his formal education, he enter-
ed the University of Hisconsin, graduating in 1921 after \'Tinning a. fellm'l-
ship "'rhich entitled him to a year 1 s study in Germany. He 1-10rked on 
various Vlisconsin newspapers for t\'TO years before he took advantage of the 
scholarship in 192;. In Munich he \'latched first hand the activities of 
Hitler end developed an intense hatred of the Nazis and all of their 
17 
principles. 
Returning to the United States in 1925, he \"tent to 'l'vork as Vlashington 
II reporter f or the Christian Science N:oni tor and in 1929 became head of that 
~~ paper's Vlashington bureau. After careful observation of 'i'lashington and 
I 
the people \·Th o inhabit that city, Allen became convinced that political 
reporting was on the decline. As he saw it, the activities of the goven~-
ment >Jere being inadequately reported. Ne\vS stories reached the people 
\-li thout interpretation and he believed that as a consequence, the people 
18 
l"rere not getting the ne\'JS. It was at this time that he met Dre\v Pearson. 
Pearson's vie,,rs on the state of ~lashington Correspondence \<Tere much 
the same as Allen 1 s and this fact, coupled vri th a great deal of respect 
19 
for each other, was the basis of their friendship. In 1951, the pair 
collaborated on a book entitled %e Washington-Merry-Go-Round, in vthich 
t hey related stories of the great and near-great whom they had encountered 
9 
II 
I 
10 
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I 
in their capacities as \1ashington correspondents. Few o~ the stories 
were complimentary. 
Although the book -vras published anonymously, the identity o~ ita 
authors becruue kno~m and Allen was ~ired from his job on the ~funitor ~or 
his participation. He immediately \·Tent to work ~or the International 
Ne\·:s Service, but was also to lose this position. Pearson eaoape.d 
unscathed ~or the time, but when they attempted to v1ri te a sequel to the 
very successful ~11erry-Go-Round, entitled More-Merry-Go-Round, Pearson lost 
20 
hi s job with the Baltimore Sun. 
Both ·men, finding themselves runong the unemployed and casting about 
~or a means of livelihood, hit upon the idea of a daily \'lashington-I-1erry-
Go-Round . They wrote a feu sample columns and on December 7, 19)2, 
American netrspaper readers read the ~irst printed columns of a '·/ashington 
21 
column 1>rri tten 11in the sense which such composi tiona are regarded today~ 
From the beginning of the partnership Allen, who had the deepest 
respect ~or the reportorial fUnction o~ a nevrsman, assumed the role o~ 
leg-man. Pearson, on the other hand, pre~erred to garner his ne"I'JS through : 
con~idential sources and through tips picked up in cocktail lounges and 
22 
at \vashington parties. He and his \-Ti~e became and remain inveterate 
23 
party- goers. This di ~~erence in approach was one o~ the reasons why today 
the column has but one author, ~or Allen had only derision ~or columns o ~ 
24 
opinion. 
In any event, this variance in policy did not cause ~riction during 
the early days o~ their combined e~f'ort. 'lhe column had a pro-Ne\·T Deal 
slant and the modern day Addison and Steele v1ere always ready to send up 
trial balloons ~or the Ne1>1 Deal. They excused Roosevelt's packing o~ the 
I, 
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'• Supreme I Court and were generally sympathetic to his policies. 
I 
To other men in the public eye they were not so kind. vn1en in 1952 
the veterans of ·vorld 'flar I marched on the capitol to dre.ma.tize their de-
!I 
mand for a soldier's bonus the !>ferry-Go-Round criticized the manner in 
1 vrhich the Reg,ular Army conducted itself against the bonus marchers. Gen-
I 
eral ~cArthur, then in charge of the Regular Army, claimed that he had 
been 11mortally offended" by the remarks made against him and sued Pearson 
and Allen for $1,750,000 damages. The suit never came to court, hm-rever, 
26 
and was eventually vii thdra'l'm •. 
Pearson and Allen tried to give politicians and statesmen the faults 
able to get along with Hoover, of whom they disapproved, and although they 
1 did approve of Franklin D. Roosevelt, it wasn' t long before they fell into 
27 
his bad graces. 
The \'Torld has long believed that President Roosevel t 1 s favorite song 
was "Home on the Range. 11 It was so reported in the Vlashington-Merry-Go-
,I Round and before long the president began hearing the song everyv1here he 
1. happened to go. The fact was that the song was the favorite of the presi-
dential secretary, Marvin Mcintyre. President Roosevelt actually detested 
28 
il the song . 
II 
!I 
The Pearson-Allen formula \'lorked well for a period of ten years. 
l'lashington, t o the average citizen, became a place of interest and in-
trig,ue rather than merely the source of dull, uninformative ne\·;s bulletins 
11 and the site of the v/ashington monument. Edi tore became a'\-Tare of the news 
II 
I potential of the nation's capitol and between 1951 and 1944 the number of 
II 
II il 
I 
II 
11 
I 
,, 
I 
:I 
,i 
accredited ne\·Tsmen in the city grev1 from )60 to 544. 29 Editors sa'l'r in the ]I 
\'/ashington correspondents the means of rejuvenating their lack-lustre ed-
I 
·I 
i torial pages vthich since the days of Horace Greeley had grown progressivel 
l y more insipid. They recognized the irresponsibility which the column-
ist enjoyed and \'Thich they could not exercise. The columnist's policy 
.I 
'l\ 
could be at variance ;-Ti th the paper's recognized editorial policies. 
d 
The 11 
editor v1as not responsible for what the columnist said in his allotted jl 
space. If readers and advertisers grew indignant over a columnist's state 
menta, the editor could disclaim responsibility or, as a last resort, he 
could drop the colwnn from the pages of his paper and buy another column 
uhich •-rould be more in line ;-lith the majority opinion of his readers. The II I. 
columnist dropped suffered no injury for there v1ere ahrays other papers il 
I who vrould pick him up. He ttras sustained by the reading habits of the 
( 
people. It is this habit of reading columns of news and opinion which 
have built the circulations of such columnists as Pearson, i'/inchell and 
·! )0 
Pegler to astronomical figures. 
I To Pearson and Allen must go a large portion of the credit for the 
II present-day i'lashington column. They first placed an accent on the inter-
I ,, 
'I I' 
pretation of the ne-vrs and endeavored to prophesy the nature of things to 
come . Therehas been criticism of the interpretation. 11 They are journal-
istic racketeers. They are like the oldtime medicine men. They have to 
il 
.I 
II 
I
I ~ 
I For e xa-mple: 11Russia can not hold out a month against Germany, Japan will 
)1 
produce a sensation a day. 11 The predictions have not alnays come true. 
I 
\ 
I I )2 t attack Siberia, Stalin \'lill viei t the United States. 11 On the other hand, 11 
,: the column has carried news that has scooped the v1orld. It was the 
Washington-1,1erry-Go-Round that announced the exchange of destroyers f or 
12 
i; 
·I I· 
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bases bet1·reen England and the United Sta tea. It foretold Hi tler1 s 
invasion of Russia three months before it took place and has accurately 
)) 
forecast dozens of federal resignations and appointments. 
11 
••• Whatever its record of accurate prophecy and inter-
pretation, the l·ierry-Go-Round is a product of some 
historic importance in American journalism. It was one 
of the greatest factors in the change in coverage)af 
national politics which began with the New Deal. 11 
Vfuen the United States entered the v1ar in 1942, Robert S. Allen 
sniffed the gunpo'trder and ap plied f or a commission in the United States 
Army. vli th his departure for overseas service, the ~1erry-Go-Round >-Tas 
left to the operation of the man 1·rhose name was to become as \·Tell-lmovm 
as ruLy journalist of his era ••• Drew Pearson. 
The Omnipotent and The Damned 
11 Good ne\·rs comes in tvro ways; (1. by accurate tips, 
diligently followed up, (2. by doping out a story 
yourself, then confronting some lmo'ttting source 1-d th 
it to see if you 1 re on the right track. Generally 
I just operate with a sense of smell. If something 
sme lls i<i' rong I go to 1-1ork. 11 ••• Dre-vr Pearson 1 a credo }5 
If some ambitious candidate for a master 1 a degree were to conduct a 
survey i'Ti th the objective of determining v1hich journalist has been ca lled 
a liar the g~eateatnumber of times in the public prints, he would probably 
find that it was Drew Pearson. Vfuat other columnist can boast being call-
ed a liar by t\'l'O presidents and a 11 s.o.b. 11 by another? 
Af'ter showing favoritism f or the Ne1·1 Deal during its early years, 
the }•1erry-Go-Round began carrying items uhich 1iere critical of the 
administration. The first item \1hich aroused President Roosevel t 1 s ire 
was a stor-y •rhich a ppeared shortly after Mrs. Roosevelt had left t h e city 
I 
!i 
il 
I 
lj 
li 
l 
I 
I 
I 
on one of her protracted trips. 
'I 
Pearson claimed that she had left because \1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
I( 
I' I 
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II 
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II 
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she \'tas disgusted with the idiosyncrasies of \1inston Churchill and Harry 
Hopkins, both of 'I'Thom \·Tere living at the \'lhite House at the time. The 
Roosevel ts labeled the s t ory false, hm·rever, Pearson had gotten the story 
'I from a member of the \fui te House staff \'rho \vas just as disgusted as I.frs. I 
I 
I 
I 
Roosevelt. The story \'Tae true.36 
As far as President Roosevelt \·tas concerned, ho\vever, Pearson had 
lied. It \'laS this story that gave the President his grounds for calling i 
Pearson a 11 chronic liar 11 \·Then the colw.anist claimed, in 1942, that 11Secret-!l 
ary of' State Cordell Hull long has been anti-Russian, 11 and that, 11I'ir . 
Hull and his chief assistants Adolf Berle , Jimmy Dunn and Breckinridge 
Long, actually lmuld like to see Russia bled uhi te and the Russians 
know i t. 1157 
President Roosevelt immediately claimed that the statement \t ould 
jeopardize United Nation's unity and \vas an act of bad faith a gainst the 
nation . Dre\·T Pearson did not retract his ste.tement. Although the press 
is usually slm-T to come to the aid of Pears on, the foregoing \'tas one case 
in uhich they extended a helping hand. A fellou ne\'Tsman on the staff of 
the Vlashington Post wrote: 
11
'1:"ne reason ..-;riters on f oreign affairs are obliged 
to rely at times on speculation, deduction or secondary 
sources is that the State Department's penchant for 
secrecy and deception makes it i mpossible to check any 
really i mportant facts with the department. An except-
ion is sometimes made f or certain docile \·1ri ters, \'l'ho 
are permitted access to f iles and documents in e xchange 
for using that special information in defense of the 
department a gainst its critics. 
The department thus deliberately attempts to lead its 
opponents into the errors Hr. Hull self-righteously charges 
them \'lith making by 'I'Ti thholding from them ~ge explanations 
'I'Thich it gi vee to its tributary \'l'ri ters . 11 
'I 
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Pearson had ah•ays had excellent sources in the State Department and had 
scored many ne>·lsbeats through them. As the content analysis bears out, he 
could hardly be termed a 11 tri butary \vri ter 11 of the State Department. 
The sound and the fury of this incident had hardly died a\my "~>Then 
Pearson scored a ne,,sbeat that excited the indignation of every parent 
\·ri th a son in the service. He broke the story involving General George 
S . Patton. General Patton, on a tour of an overseas hospita l slapped one 
of the soldier patients and accused him of malingering . The resultant II 
11 furor nearly cost the General his command, Pearson predicted that he 
I ~-
11 
II 
'"ould be called back to the United States. Patton \'las not recalled, but 
viaS reprimanded by General Eisenhmver , and it \•rae only through ex cellent 
generalship during the remainder of the 'trar that he regained the confidence 
of the people.39 
The story did more than report an incident which the people of the 
nation Nere entitled to know. It served also to break dO\m the censorship 
exercised by the military over \>Tar corresspondents. Over sixty correspond II 
ents had known of the face slap!Jine incident but none of them had even 
attempted to send it home rea lizing that it would not be transmitted. 
Pearson had only one comment on his action; 11 I decided it \'las time to let 
loose on him. 11 
4o 
Throughout the columns vrri tten by Pearson prior to the 1944 election 
there are constant re ferences to the possibility of a fourth term for 
President Roosevelt. No i tern \'las too insignificant to have some bearing 
on the fourth term. In July, 194), Pearson claimed that James A. Farley 
had met with a group of U~ited States Senators who op posed a fourth te1~ 
for l:<!r . Roosevelt. The purpose of the meeting , according to Pearson, \'las 
15 
j. 
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t he selection of a Democratic candidate for the 1944 election. Pear son 
claimed further that a candidate had been decided upon and that he uas 
IJ Senator Guy M. Gillette of Im-ra. 
jl mistaken. The luncheon ~rae given by Senator Gillette and no mention of a 
In this case Pearson had been completely 
I 41 
I fourth term had been made. 
·I 
Throughout the remaining "'ar years the Herry-Go-Round kept a close 
l'ratch on the activities of the government. It was ever ready to expose 
co r ruption in any place Hhere it might be found. If an official 1-1as 
negligent in his duties or placed personal gain before the needs of the 
nation he Has apt to find himself the subject of a Pearson diatribe. 
I 
11 Conversely, if he did a good job in his assigned task he uould be rewarded 
II by kind >'rords of praise. 
d 
Af'ter the ~Tar, Robert S. Allen returned uith a Purple Heart, the 
'' Croix de Gue r re, a Bronze Star, a Silver Star, five battle s t ars and an II 
I! empty right sleeve.42 He did not take up his old duties on the Merry-Go-
,, Rot.md, in fact, a noticeable coolnes s existed bet~rreen the two old collab-
orators. Friends attributed this coolness to Pearson's release of the 
Patton story. Allen and Patton had great respect for each other and after 
t he f ace-slapping incident, Allen had become Patton's public relations 
off icer.45 
The differences were reconciled houever, to the extent that All en 
1-rrote an article for Collier'!!_ magazine entit led, 11My Pal Dre..,.r, 11 and the 
pair began negotiating for a frequency used by radio station vffiAL. The 
stat ion, o"l'med by Vlilliam Randolph Hearst, liaS operating on a temporary 
44 license. 
Vlhethe r Pearson realized i t or not, these negotiations 'l'rere to lead 
'I 
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1 him into more trouble and give the only indication discovered in this 
I 
'I 
'I I 
I' 
;I 
I 
II 
I 
!I 
thesis of' an instance in which he used his column to attain personal ends. !. 
I 
i! At the time that Pearson's application f'or the frequency of' station 
d 
!I 
I 
I \'lEAL '\'ras sent to the Federal Oonmn.mications Commission, one Robert F. Jones : 
was appointed to ·the commission. His appointment required Senate approval 
and before that approval vras given, Pearson came f'on1ard vlith af'f'idavi ts 
\·Ihich tt proved 11 that Jones had been a member of' the Ohio Black Legion, a 
super Ku Klux Klan \'/hose members wore black shirts. 
Pearson \'/as called bef ore the Senate colll!lli ttee charged vri th approving 
I 
I• or disapproving Jones' appointment. He testified that he vras an applicant 1 
,I 
II 
ii 
II 
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for a radio station frequency and doubted if' Jones, having 11 t he backgr~und 
•·tith the Klan would give me a fair hearing on such an applicat ion .n45 
Jones denied any connection with the Klan and, with an amazing lack 
of originality , called Pearson a liar, quoting the lat e President 
Roosevelt as one of' several authorities on the subject. Further invest-
~~ igation o£ the affair by the Senate committee proved that the a££idavita 
\ which Pearson h a d produced \'/ere faked doctxments . S'\'rorn to by irresponsible 
or biased parties.46 
I 
II 
,I 
'I 
The Senate cormni ttee that conducted the hearing voted unanimously f'or ~~ 
the a ppointment of' Jones and, to date, Dre\'T Pearson is still vrithout hie 
radio fre quency. 
Pearson is not ;-ri thout enemies among t he other members of' the Fourth 
Estate. In June, 1949, he and another columnist, ~!alter Vlinchell, were 
attacked by cohunnist '•festbrook Pegler. Pegler accused the tvto men of' 
I 
:I 
I 
1 driving James V. Forrestall, the :first Secretary of' National Defense, to I 
I 
by 11 dirty aspersions and insinuations. 11 Pearson immediately sued !\ jj suicide 
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Pegler for $250,000 in libel. The case was eventually dropped after 
both columnists c a lled a tempora~J truce, but the editorial comment arous-
ed by Pegler 1 s accusation indicates t.hat Pearson might not have collected 
anyvray. 
\1 Hanson Bald,'lin in the Ne1·T York Times urote: 
11\'linchell end Pearson 
il 
I 
maligned and traduced and attacked Forrestall in various commentaries for 
lq 
vrhich radio and press must bear the blame. 11 The Hartford Courant said: 
11 (Americans) are sick at the stomach over the cur pack that long yelped 
at the heels of this man . 1148 The Ne'" York Herald Tribune deplored their 
11 juvenile savagery, u49 and the i'lashington Post berated t h em for 11 belmr-
the-belt bloHs .u50 ~ magazine accused them of overstepping t he bounds 
of decency and accuracy.5l 
If the fo r e going tends to paint Pearson as a heartless, pu blicity-
seeking monster there is evidence to shm-t that. there is a strong strain 
of compassion for the unfortunate in him. After the 1:rar when food Has 
s ore l y needed in Europe , Pearson conceived the idea of the Friendshi p 
Train . He a pproached Sid Luclanan, the head of the President's Oi t izen1 s 
Food Oommi ttee vti th the idea. Luckman a pproved of the idea but was 1)er-
sue.ded to reject it by advisors \vho feared that Pearson "1-rished to use the 
idea f or its publicity value. Undismayed, Pearson went ahead Hith the 
plan on h is O"l'm after publicizing it in the r,ferry-Go-~. His plan vtas 
to have a train bearing six cars of foo d from different parts of the 
nation sent to France. The idea 1vas so Hell received by t he American 
public that t he ori t;inal train became seve ral score tra.ins with hundreds 
of cars. Pearson derived little personal acclaim f or the idea and the 
18 
I 
ti good will incurred partially nullified other instances in which he had 
stirred up rancor.52 
From the scene of international affairs Pearson turned his attention 
back to Washington in general and Presidential aide, ~1a.jor-ueneral Harry 
Vaughan in particular. The proprietor of a V/ashington printing shop, 
hoping to gain business through Pearaon1 s contacts, provided a Pearson 
assisJ~t with an invitation to a party at the Argentine embassy. The 
printer had been commissioned to engrave the invitations. The party was 
being held for the purpose of presenting General Vaughan with a decoratio~~ 
Pearson reported the incident on his Sunday night radio program and 
added that Argentina uas negotiating for a loan from the United States. 
He criticized the General for accepting the medal from Juan Peron, dictat-
or of Ar gentina, as an act out of keeping with President Harry· S. Truman 1 s 
championing of American democratic principles.54 
It 'l-Ias not long before President Truman ansrrered Pearson and, in eo 
doing, added to his many distinctions that of being the first President 
of the Uni ted States ever to accuse, publicly, a columnist of being 
related to a dog. 
In a speech at a meeting of the Reserve Officers Association in 
~mrch, 1949, President Truman said: 
11 ! am just as fond of and just as loyal to my military 
aide as I am to the high brass and I want you to distinct-
ly understand that any s .o. b. 1-~ho thinks he can cause any 
of those people to be discharged by me by some smart aleck 
statement over the air or in a paper, he has got anotl1er 
think coming. No commentator or columnist names any of 55 the members of my Cabinet or my staff. I name them myself. 11 
Confronted by this profane blast from the President i'Tho had previous-
as a liar, Pearson quietly inf ormed his reading 
I 
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public that be assumed that the President meant that he (Pearson) was a 
Servant of Brotherhood.56 
Coincidentally, great men and small have called Pearson a liar but 
few have called him so many different kinds of a liar as did Senator 
McKellar in a speech on the Senate floor under the cloak of Congressional 
immunity. The Senator first named Pearson and then proceeded: 
"An ignorant liar, a pusillanimous liar, a pee-wee liar, a 
paid liar, a natural born liar, a liar by profession, a 
liar for a living , a liar in the daytime and a liar in 
the nighttime, this revolving, §?nstitutional, unmitigated 
infamous liar and scoundrel ••• " 
The Senator carried on in this manner for over thirty minutes until 
he fainted and had to be carried from the floor .58 
Vfuether or not Drew Pearson is a liar is a matter yet to be proven. 
Although he has been sued for libel many time s no case has been success-
fully tried. His accuracy, especially his radio accuracy in predicting 
f uture events, is quite another thing. 
20 
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CHAPTER III 
11 I PREDICT 11 
The 11Infalli bili ty 11 of Pearson 
o.~ one of his Tuesday night radio programs, comedian Bob Hope told 
I his radio audience that he had off iciated as master-of-ceremonies at a 
lj banquet f o r radio commentators. There was no need for a menu, said Mr. 
Hope, for DreH Pearson stood up just before each course and predicted 
what l'TOUld be served. 
Had Ivlr. Hope 1 a gag had any basis in fact the diners might have 
found themselves dining on hamburger rather t han a predicted beefsteak, 
for Pearson's radio predictions are not 86 percent accurate as his 
j. sponso r s claim. Pearson 1 s radio prog ram v1hich is heard on the ainraves 
II every Sunday night contains nevrs, editorial comm.ent and predictions. The 
li section that looms largest in the public mind is that section \thich is !! 
devote d to predictions.59 
It is these pr edictions \·rhich have gained Pearson the reputa tion of 
a s ooth-sayer and a radio income of $4oo,ooo a year.60 In a survey 
conducted by the Providence (R.I.) Journal-Bulletin over a fifteen 1·reek 
period, a careful record \'las kept of the predictions made by Pearson. 
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Three tabula tions vrere made of the results, a strict tabulation, a lenient 1 
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tabulation and a charitable tabulation.61 
In the strict tabulation no variance vras permitted and if any pa rt 
of a prediction uas incorrect the whole was labelled inaccurate. The 
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lenient tabulation g ave Pearson credit for parts of predictions which 
1ivere right, although the entire pre die tion was wrong. The charitable 
tabulat ion assumed that P.redictions of events v<hich were to occur in the 
period after the close of the study period would be correct •62 
Under the strict tabulation it was d iscovered t hat eight een of 
Pearson's predictions were a ccurate out of a total of f ifty-two. Twenty 
were wrong and fourteen could not be determined as they were predictions 
of thing s 1Nhi ch had not come under the time limit of t he study . Reduced 
to percentages these figures show that Pearson is only forty-seven per-
cent accurate ' in his predictions. In other words, his predictions have 
less than a fifty-fifty chance of being accurate. 63 
Interpreting his predictions by the lenien t test vlb.ich gave him 
credit for parts of predictions otherwise v~ong, twenty-one predictions 
were cor r ect out of f~y-two which booste d his average to fifty-five per-
cent. Even with a charitable tabulation iNb. ich assumed predictions beyond 
the study period would co me true, his average mounted only to sixty-seven 
percent. In this t abulation credit was given although many predictions 
seemed highly doubtful of fulfillment. For ex~1ple, Pearson predicted 
that if the Treasury department changed the color of paper money from 
green to orange, racketeers 'WOUld be foiled; that the next time a Russian 
submarine gets too far into United States coastal waters it would be fired 
upon and that when t he perspective of time returns to the country the 
present hysteria would appear worse than the Salem witch burnings.64 
It is difficult to understand then, by what strange ari tluneti c 
Pearson's sponsors arrive at their eighty-seven percent accurate claim in 
regard to Pearson's predictions. One possibility may be t hat at some time 
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in the past his predictions have been eighty-seven percent accurate and 
his sponsors refer to that instance in their announcement. 
Another device which has been used to boost the accuracy count is 
that of rephrasing a prediction after the event has com.e to pass and, in 
this manner, i mproving on the prediction. Prior to the British elections 
in 1950, Pearson came on the air vti th the folloTrTing prediction: 
11 I predict that the next government of Great Britain 
will be a Labor gove~nment. But I also predict that 
the margin Nill be so close that vlinston Churchill 
will be invited gy the Laborites to become a member 
of the cabinet. 11 / 
II 
I 
The Labor government did win the elections and the vote was very 'I 
close, but \'linston Churchill was not invited into the cabinet. There vras I 
ho1<rever, talk of new elections. The following Sunday night, Pearson's 
announcer heralded the prediction section of the progra.:n \·Ti th the state-
ment, 11 And nou, the man vrho hit it right on the nose last 1·1eek \vith his 
prediction that the Labor government would '~>Tin but by a margin so low 
66 
that neTrr elections might be held soon, Drew Pearson~~ 11 
Actually nothing had been said about new elections and to date such 
elections have not been held. Such devices as these all aid in building 
up Pearson's reputation for infallibility in the minds of his millions of 
radio listeners. 
Radio Psychology 
There are both similarities and dis pari ties bet\'leen Drew Pearson 
and his fello\·T radio commentators. He differs from them in ti'IO respects. 
I f he makes a mistake he will admit it. 67 This is more often true of his 
68 
radio commentary than of his news col~nn. Secondly, he seems to bear no 
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ill will tm;rard people \V'ho have attacked him, no matter who they may be . 
Pearson, in his colt:rr:nns and on the air, has been severely critical at 
times regarding; the State Department, but he has defended Deru1 Acheson, 
its head.69 
Pearson and Acheson uere once the best of friends but after a quarrel 
t\'Telve years a go they stopped speaking. \'!hen Senator Joseph •i:cOarthy 
atte.cked Acheson in connection vti th the latter's defense of Alger Hi ss, 
Pearson defended the Secretary of State.7° 
Even after President Truman called Pearson a s. o. b. the comment-
a tor made no outv;ard attempt to avenge himself on the; Chief Executive. 
''lhen poli tical friends of Truman v1ere being mentioned in connection vd th 
the slaying of the Kansas City racketeers, Binaggio and Gargotta, Pearson 
announced that the president had ordered a thorough investigation by the 
grand jury. 11Let 1 s be fair," Pearson said.71 
In common with other radio commentators Pearson sometimes permits 
himself to be carried av1ay by his patrioti sm.. On his program he had told 
72 his listeners that they should not repeat \vhat he has told them. In 
the same manner , he aru1ounced one Sunday night: 
11 Attention all Americans along the Atlantic, the Pacific 
1.md the Canadian border: The Air Force \·Till soon start 
building a radar vrall completely around the United States 
to detect enemy airplanes. The location of these radar 
sites must be kept secret. So, if the government has 
bought land for a secret project in your neighborhood, 
pay no attention t o \the.t goes on. And above all , Please 
don1 t talk about it.nf.? 
Such lapses are the exception rather than the rule, and Dret;r Pearson 
has definite talents as a radio commentator. Not the least of these 
talents is his e.bili ty to collect nev1s that many pe ople \wuld rather see 
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He has long been a thorn in the side of Senator McCarthy and has 
suggested that a special committee find the anB\'1'ers to a fevT questions 
concen'ling the Senator, namely, 11i'lho pays f or Senator HcCarthy 1 s secret 
headquarters in Room )16 in the Congressional hotel 'l \'Tho pai d for tuo 
hm1dred long-distance calls from that room? vlho paid four ex-F. B.I. 
agents \'Tho \'Torked for :t>IcCarthy and t hen quit in disgust'/ 1174 
Pearson does not reserve his barbs only for those of high de gree. 
Officials in lowlier positions suffer i f they abuse the privileges of 
offi ce. He asked l•iayor Bowron of Los Angeles if he vTas a;-~are that one 
member of a city board had a mysterious income of $60,000 in addition 
to his city salary.75 
He has been ac cused of sensationalism and chauva:nism and sloppy 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
re porting, but he has scored ne;-1sbeats \·rhich are the envy of any reporter. I 
11 In all fairness to Pearson, it should be said that 
he a ppears to make fe..,.1er errors than other super-
dramatic and super-salaried commentat ors. He scores 
genuine newsbeats with regularity and his s~grces 
are among the best in the nation's capitol11 
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June 29 , 
June 30, 
June 30, 
July 2, 
June 29, 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CONTENT ANALYSIS 
II 
I 
II 
'I 
I 
II 
,, 
If the columns YThich i'Tere read and coded over the four month research t\ 
period. of this study "l'rere cut from their editorial pages and laid end to 
end, t hey \'tould extend f or nearly one-twelfth of a mile, for the total 
nunber of column inches amounted to 5,272. From this immense bulk of 
printed 'I'TOrdage 998 indicators were evolved. After the reading phase of 
the research had been completed these 998 indicators \·tere condensed and 
placed in thirty-one larger categories. Care \'las exercised throughout 
t h e coding period to insure the accuracy of the figures involved as they 
\·rere transferred from the indicator stage to their final category. The 
total nu~ber of column inches was first derived by adding the indicators 
for each month and arriving at a monthly total. Categories vrere derived 
from indicator predominance and after each indicat or had been placed in 
its prope r category, the categories for the month 'l'rere added and their 
total checked a gainst the previously determined monthly indicator total. 
If these totals were the same it was assumed that all addi tiona had 
been correctly computed. The next step was to determine each category 1 s 
perc.entage by dividing the column inches of the category by the monthly 
total. Percentages vrere carried out four divisional places to insure 
accuracy to the ten-thousandth of a degree. Cat e gories \'lere then arrang-
ed in order of their i mportance 'I'Thich v1as determined by the greatest 
amount of space. 
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After each month had been computed in this manner, the t hirty-one 
categories which had evolved \·rere added one by one over the ten month 
period to discover their numerical rank in the study. Again percentages 
vrere determined by dividing the yearly total for the category by the total 
i nc hes for the entire study period. 
The t hirty-one categories, in order of their i mportance, are as 
folloue: Personalities, Politics, i'lar Effort, Foreign Affairs, Military 
Affairs, Big Business, Diplomacy, Humor, Post-1"/ar Recovery, Items, Labor, 
Scandal, Pu.blic VTelfare, Crime, Government Agencies, Personal Opinion, 
Race Prejudice, War Crimes, Agriculture, Education, Propaganda, Post-\'/ar 
Planning , Displaced Persons, Subversion, Espionage, Ydlitary Occupation, 
i'lorld Understanding, Freedom of the Press, Sports, Motion Pictures and 
Corrections. 
Each of t he foregoing categories i·ras decided upon after lengthy 
consideration of the indicators at hand. They are the most accurate 
interpretation of the content that this auth or could make. In the mind 
of another researcher, totally di f ferent categories might have been evolv-
ed. Even had this been the case, there is nothing in the procedure of 
content analysis that insures against mistaken interpretations. 
Let us consider the case of the first and highest ranking category, 
Personalities. It vms selected so that a deterr...aination could be made of 
the kinds of people whom Dre\t Pearson considers as his 11heroes 11 and his 
11heels ~ It rlas through this category that content analysis proved that 
Pearson has certain likes and dislikes in public figures, although 
preparatory research indicated that he \'/aS fair and un-biased even toward 
his enemies. 
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It is not the purpose, ho1>rever, of this thesis to sho'iT an accurate 
indication of bias. The most that can be done 'ili th the column inch as a 
unit of measure is to sho1>r the general tone of the communicator. The 
11 statement 11 is the proper unit for measurement of bias and in vievt of the 
amount of material covered and the time involved such a measurement was 
Pro or con measurements >'l'ere made throughout the vtork so 
t hat a general determination of the communicator's likes and dislikes 
could be made. 
Categories 
In the pages that foll0\'1' each of the thirty-one categories 1-rill be 
discussed and evaluated. Iv"Jinor conclusions v-rill be drawn uhen and if 
they seem warranted. 
PERSONALITIES 
I 
I 
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II 
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1 The Personalities category vras the highest ranking category of the I; 
i entire analysis with a total of 924 1/2 column inches or .175 of the total ;! 
survey space. It reached its peak in June, 1948, when it constituted .328 
1
1 
of the t otal column inches for that month. Its lot·rest month was October, 
Ji 1950, when it dropped to a monthly sixth place with a percentage of .093. 
II 
II 
!I 
I ,, 
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'I Over the ten month period the category maintained a consistently high I! 
II 
II rank and 1-Tith the exception of October, at no time did it drop any lovrer 
The high percentage of June, 1948, is easily accounted ·1 
I 
than third place. 
ll 
'1l for inasmuch as 1948 was a presidential election year. During that month 
:1 Pearson ran a series of profiles on the potential Republican candidates 
I! for the presidency. Arthur Vandenberg, Harold Stassen, Thomas De>1ey and 
I! 
1 Earl i'larren received a total of 115 column inches during this month. 
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Pearson's choice of the five potential candidates was Governor Earl 
Other indicators for this category 'l'tere; obituaries, character 
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In short, any writing l'thich dealt with an 
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\'/arren. l 
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individual and did not fall within the confines of any other category was 
classified under Personalities. 
33 
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=-=r II According to an ancient adage of the journalistic vTOrld, 11Namea are 
J! netra. 11 Bearing this in mind, it is not difficult to understand vthy such 
I a preponderancy of Pearson's writings are devoted to persons rather than 
1j to events. Pearson 1 s Personalities deals with men and v10men who are II 
I ' 
\I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
! 
national f igures. In those rare instances "then he has devoted a colu..mn to 1 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
a nonentity, the nonentity becomes a well-lcno•v.n figure, as Pearson has 
more often than not caught him or her in a situation which commands nation- I 
I! 
vride attention. I I 
II 
I 
It was in this category also, through the use of pro and con measure- 1\ 
!I 
menta, that a determination of Pearson's 11heroes 11 and 11heels 11 'I'Jas possible. '! 
1: To qualify as either a 11hero 11 or a 11heel 11 it was decided t hat the person 
1 concerned mu s t receive at least ten column inches of space. TI1is fi gure 
~ i 
I 
I' 
I 
is one-half of an average column. It was further decided that portions 
of this space must come from at least two different months, thus providing 1 
I 
at least a year's interval between laudatory comment. i! 
Ill Arthur Vandenberg headed the list of 11heroes!1 In each reference to 
•! him Pearson complimented his 'l'risdom and his statesmanship. He praised 
I 
il Vandenberg ' a courage in turning from isolationism to \torld cooperation. 
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Vandenberg received a total of 28 3/4 inches of apace. 
Second on the list was a comparative unlcno-vm. His name uas Harold 
Burton and in 1943 and 1944 he seemed to be Pearson's personal candidate 
for the presidency. Needless to say no mention was made of' Mr. Burton 
a f ter the election. 
A vroman, Helen Gahagan Douglas, held third place on the list. She 
uas the only "heroine 11 to appear. Alth ough Pearson a pp roves of women in 
government , lvfrs Douglas is the only one uho received any great amount of 
II 
i. 
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space. A complete listing of Pearson's 11heroes 11 follows: 
TABLE I 
PEARSON'S HEROES 
Arthur Vandenberg 28 3/4 column inches 
Harold Burton 26 
Helen Gahagan Douglas 24 1/4 
Leon Henderson 23 1/4 
Charles Wilson 22 1/2 
Harold Stassen 22 
Earl i'/an·en 21 1/2 
Henry J. Kaiser 11 1/4 
Dean Acheson 10 )/4 
Although Pearson 1 s list of 11heels 11 bears the same num.be r of names, 
!1 it \till be noted that he devotes more space, in total, to his 11heels 11 than 
!I he does to his 11heroes. 11 Far in advance of all of the rest, both 11heroes 11 I· ,, 
!I 
I! 
II 
I 
I 
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and 11heels 11 is General Douglas MacArthur. Eighty-six column inches were 
devoted to comment unfavorable to the Genera l in contrast to f our inches 
favoring him. This criticism \'i'S.S fairly consistent, as critical comment 
appeared in all but four months of the su rvey . ~tring the latter months 
of' the analysis, Pearson tended toward criticism of ~~cArthur 1 s policy in 
Asia. 
The second ranking 11heel 11 v1ae Major General Harry Vaughan, milit ary 
advi ser to President Truman. General Vaughan or, as Pearson called him, 
11Happy Harry , 11 received )7 )/4 inches of unfavorable comment and no 
compliments whatsoever. General Vaughan received the most criticism at 
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II 
I I II the hands of Pearson in July, 1949, two months after President Truman Is :• 
famous 11 s.o.b. 11 speech. '1 
1
,
1
1 
1~1 The President himself occupied third place on the 11heel 11 roster, 
1'
. I• 
receiving 54 5/4 inches of unfavorable comment. The President had, during 1 
I his early days in office, received favorable comment. In more recent times, ! 
II 1.1 however, the trend in Pearson1 s column has been toward quiet criticism. 
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Of the a bove inches, 27 1/4 inches dealt 'ri th Truman 1 s quick temper and 
11 peeves~ Although they were partially excused by Pearson as due to the 
pressure of office, this comment was definitely unfavorable. 
Douglas MacArthur 
Harry Vaughan 
Harry S • Truman 
\'falter Brehm77 
General Franco 
Robert A. Taft 
John L. Lewis 
James v. Forrestall 
Colonel McCormick 
TABLE II 
PEARSON1 S HEELS 
86 1/2 column inches 
57 5/4 
54 5/4 
51 
29 5/4 
25 1/2 
18 1/4 
14 5/4 
14 1/4 
In the case of' both 11heroes 11 and 11heels 11 only the top three men on 
list have been discussed. Hany of' the others \'/ill be treated in 
pages in their relationship to the other categories. 
POLITICS 
The second highest category in the survey ''~as Politics with 695 1/2 
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column inches or, .1)2 of the total apace. Its largest month was June, 
1948, "Then it commanded .251 of t.he total space. It reached its nadir in 
August, 1950, when it dropped to .027. In ~~is category the indicators 
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•: 1·1ere composed of all events which r1ere of a political nature such as, 
political conventions, information on Republican and Democratic party 
I 
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1! activities and Congressional debates. II li 
fl 
I As Figure 2 indicates, this category \>tas not a consistent one accord- 1' 1
1
. 
'I 
! 
1
! to space measurements. The space devoted to comment on politics seems to 
jl 
!' have been dictated by the electoral system. The high points on the chart 1 
I 
'I I' 
\! fall in February, 19ll-4, and June, 1948. Both of these years \·rere presidentrf 
j: ial election years. In the years of 1945 and 1949 it \·Till be noted that II 
I' there is a sharp decline in the amount of political news that reaches I 
.I jl Pearson's column. The month of the year is significant also. In February, , 
1: 
" 
194h, while the peak is high, it is not as high as it is in June, 1948. 
'I As the November elections come nearer and the public interest increases 
I, !, so does the volume of content in Pearson 1 s colurnn. 
I 
1 In his treatment of the Republicans and the Democrats, Pearson is 
objective in everything but space. 
II 
Although his columns through -the years 1 
! 
II 
II 
I
I have shovm syr..n.pathy for the New Deal in general over the period of the 
content analysis, he devoted more space to discussion of Republican 
,, 
I, 
I 
il 
I' 
j· 
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p 
I' 
politics than Democratic politics. Of the total 693 1/2 inches devoted 
to politics in general, .028 dealt vri th Republican politics against only 
.016 for Democratic activities. 
Referring again to Figure 2 the indication seems to be that after 
reaching an all time l0\'1' in August, 1950, the category is headed for an 
even greater peak when the presidential election year of 1952 arrives. 
1'/AR EFFORT 
jl 
analysis, 1j In the month of January, 194), the first year of the content 
:, 
the United States \vas still very much at war. At that time neither 
Germany nor Japan had been defeated. Dre\v Pearson '\'laB much concerned "'i th 
' . I 
t Le anner in wni ch the vmr was bei ng conducted . The fact tha t t v;o vrars , II 
·,lorld ~/ar II and the Lorean iiar , fall withi n t he da tes of t hi s c a t egory I 
accounts for the high third pl ace rank . 'l'he category c onta i ned l.t62 1/2 I' 
I 
colurrn inches or .o88 of t he total survey space . It reached its highest 
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at the end of.' •iorl d '.Jar II in 1946 . It remained a t this level until the 
year 1950 when the Korean ~iar brought it once again into promi nence . 
The sharp drop from the October, 1950 , peale to a lovJer percentage in 
Dec ember can be traced to the victories of the .1\llies in the field during 
t hose months . 
Such indicators as war production , rubber production , war manpower , 
ga s rationing , ma terial shortages ancl inefficiency of any department of 
the government served to make up this category. Throughout both per i ods 
of interna tional strife, Pearson exposed inefficiency and corruption, 
backine; up h is exyosures with facts and figures . It was through his 
column that hidden evils v1ere brought to the attention of authority vest -
ed. -,Ji th the power to make necessary corrections. 
I'OREI CN __ FFAIIlli 
The fourth place Foreign Affai rs c ategory concerned itself with all 
writings devoted. to nations outside the United States and its possess i ons . 
It wa s difficult to keep this category from infringing upon the category 
of Di nlomucy which vrill be ciiscussed later in the thesis , but every pre-
caution v~as taken to prevent any overlapp ing . Only affairs of foreign 
nu.tions such as poli tics, internal activities and governing bodies were 
includ ed within the category . 
Figure 4- indicates that the category had an erratic rise and fall . 
The total space wh i ch it received was 4-4-6 colwnn. inches or .085 during !I 
the ana lys is. Its highest month was pril, 1946, when it reached a I 
monthly hi gh of .172 . I n June , 19lt-8 , it dro~ped to a low of .oo3 . '.i.'here 
i s a correlation betvJeen Foreign Affairs an d l-'olitics, for when Politics 
commanus a g re at deal of syace , ;;'orei gn Affairs drops corr~espondingly . ======~==~~==~==~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~==~---
In 1944 ana 1948 this was true , indicating th&t earson pl a ces national 
affairs in a position superior to happenings abroad . 
Thr ugh this category it vms possible to determine Pearson's feelings 
in regard to several of our neighbors and their governments . Si nce direct 
ly after 1 orld ~Jar II he has viewed the g overrunen t of Russia vli t h a wary 
eye , placing h i s faith in harmony betvieen the ·united t a tes and Russia 
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entirely UlJOn t h e uss ian _tJeOl>le • ..: ill excerpt from his colurrm of J\:pril 1 , 
I 
li 
II 
I 
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191~ /- , indic ates i·earson t s :Russian policy to v:hich he aQheres even today • 
. r· e hc..ve to r,1, e allovrances for Tius s i a because , in a sensG 
s ue i s a nev; n .?<tion, sensitive <md suspicious . But until 
the _ ussian people run their government , u ntil we _penetra te 
t.t1e ;;)oviet Iron Curtain and get to knov; the f?.uss i an peot_-~le , 
~• e face tlle dis1.cl prospect of turmoil and llti sunderstan clint; 
f or I!lS.ny years to c or;i.e . • 
}Jations , otller tl:HUl Hussia , wlli oh ... --ew.·son has cr iticized i n hi s 
columns a re . . r gsntirw. , i...>p~ in , l'reat Brit a in a nd l~'rance . , sin t lJe case of li 
"Russi a _li s Cl' i tici .s u \ ·!8. 3 J i r ectec, , not :i 't the people. o:;.~ t bese no tion:J , 'out JJ 
Gt tl1e ir governments r rulers . G-enel'Ul :J:!'r a nco r ank eu i n fii'th :yi.a ce on 
-:-Garson's l i st of -heels . •· 1;.1 thouc h Juan · eron of :.rc.;entina d id not 
L1uaJ..i y a s ~·- ·•heel, '' he recei veci j 3/4 i nches of unfc:.vor<:tble con 1ent J S 
ndic ator s f or.the cate{.;ory , liilit nr·y ffairs , first began. to a p_Jear 
af ter· '.lorl tl · ia:r II in April , 1946 . In t he ensuing months 339 1/2 i nc hes 
o_ col wm sp ace v; ere elevated to this catet_;ory . The rronthly conten t r nng ecl 
from a low of .coo to a high of .200 in December , 1950 . The c or:tpar8t i Yely 
hi::.,h pe cen t age of .125 in ; .pril , 1946 , is traceable to l~e~rson t s pre-
occu_pa tion VIi th the atomic bo.mb a nd h is cri ticislr! of certain questi one.ble 
pr a ctices uf h i gh- ranki ng officers dttring uJorld mr II . 'l'he Kore an >Jar 
accounts for the peale nonth of Dece1,1ber, 1950 . 
Indicators other t han the atomic bow.b [!nd cri ticisB of rrti li tary 
officers 1'Jhich v:ere useQ to make up tLe catec;ory were ~ the ar my caste 
system , troop morale , armed forc es unification, ar·.rny doctors and nationa l 
defense . 
ear son approved of armed f orces unification although he disap11roved 
II 
I 
I 
j 
I 
II 
II 
of the first 3ecretary of Defense , J ames V . Forrestall . Forrestall was 
e i .hth on earson's list of heels with 14 3/4 inches of unfavorable 
comment . His suceessor, ouis Johnson , would have made the list , however 
he \Jas kept from it a s ear·son had a t first praised him in 12 3/ 4 i nches 
of space , only to critici ze him l a ter on in the period of the ana lysis 
with 12 3/4 inches of adverse corrment . 
earson vigo.r·ously o:pposed the r my caste system a nd the doctrine 
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I'J 1ich hol6.s tha t rank h as pri viledge . In 1 946 , i n his column of April 
8 , he co nderrmed m2.!ly of the practices observed by high rank i llg off i cers 
such as havi ng ; h aus delivered in official pouches, ~~ f l y i ng •'on e hunli.red 
and. fifty , iles :!.'Ol'a ho t bnth , •1 and i 1porting ·'bales of hay for pet 
1
1 l~:::mgaroo s . ·' 
I 
II 
I 
BI G .GUS l17...3S 
r;:'hrouf;hout t he anal ys is :Jr ev;r fe arson had one princi l)a1 bete' noire , 
Bi g Bus i ness . ·.iith t h e excepti on of the month of , ,pri1, 1946, this 
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c J.te&_;v r r never dropped from t he a nal ysis an d v;hen t he f i nal r e::m1 ts u ore 
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-tabulc.tea , it i. if:i S i n s i x t h :place \'-ci t l1 )ll.~ l /i+ i nches or .G.:-- fercent . In 
i ts highest month i t a tta inea only .o.S6 . 1'he i nte, ·esti.ne f a ct i s , however11 
I 
t 11[-' t a .Ll o · t be c untent devoted tu Bi e Busine ss was unfnvor o.ble . . ~t no II 
I, 
t :L1-t e i n tl e CJ.n a l ys is v;o.s it poBs i blt•, even t hrough a lenient i nter:;_)ret a t - 1 
ion , t o f i nd any content tha t mi~ht be terne ci favor al)le to B i~ Bu.sj_ness . 
'he peak JTlOnth or' .i.ugust, 1950 , i s acc~ oun tecL for by .• : ears on's c oncern 
)an- Leric e.n Airways to c re2.te a n onopoly of overseas II 
II 
li 
a ir travel • Ir:.d i cators fo r tl1is c ategor~r ·were such i t eas s monopol i es , 
-~ i r~.-,s s lu:rinG i n excess i ve VJar profits , mani pul a tion of var industry to I 
b enefit · v e Elted i nteres ts • and unnecessary bottleneck s . 
' :.1 t hough · ear son OIF'oses Bi g Bus i ne s s it i s not to be cons trued tLot ,I 
h e o)poses the men who have made i t b i g . For ex nmple , He:n.ry J . <_a iser 
st <.:nas hie;h on his favor ed l i st althoue;h he does not r ute a hero -
classific a t i on . 
DI~'L(J .. ,J.'lCY 
•J.'Om the time t hat prepc.r a tory r esearch was begun on the a nalys i s 
I 
I 
I 
' 
:r-
11 ,. 
it was ho .e a. t ba t i ndic a -tors VJoulcl ~ppear which woulc.: eventually establi sh :: 
t f T • - , . , • b . . t . t li, a ca e;~ory o Dl plomacy . l.Ins _ope :eec:eJ..Ve Q J.. s J.. .. rpe us ~rom tvio factor s • '· 
- II 
i The f ir st uas Drevr -· earson's early o.sp i rati ons toward a di ploi,!:J.tic ca r eer ii 
e.nd. the sec ond nas brol-~en i'rienclsl,i p i ii th t he present ecre·t;ary of 
Jtate , Dean . cheson . 
The f ir s t event excit ed cm·ics i ty as to nh e ther or not · :ea r son , i n 
the r ole of f rustrated d i plor'ln t , viould ado11t a sour gr apes• a ttitude 
tm.a r d the ' t a te Departr: tc-mt , vvhile the second would shov·T whethe r he used 
his cohlnm to per petuate his grudg e a e;ai nst a former friend . 
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The c at egory was g iven 286 3/4 inche s of the tota l space v:i th a 
perc en t 8.ge ranlc of .054- , reaching its peak in April , 194·6 , directly 
follm· ing jorl d ~ lar II . fter a sharp decline i t maintaine d a fa irly 
cons i sten t l evel showing an upVJard trend with the beg inning of hostilities 
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In its largest month it rea ched a high of .14-8 . Its lowest 
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mark vms reached. in · ugust , 1950 , when it d i pped to a percentage of .009 . 1, 
Indi cator s for the category were a ll events which re quir ed the 
attent i on of t he d i plomat ic br anch of the gover1unent . These i ndi cctors 
included peace conferences , international crise s , ac t i vities of foreign 
l\ 
1: 
4-6 
and Arnerice.n diplorn.ats , the United Nations and the State Departm.ent . 
':lhi l e a ll iEdicators v1 ore carefully co ded, particular a ttention was 
paid to the State Department and ear son's regHrd for that yartimJ.lar 
ex ecutive function . l:!easureuents were carefully pl aced in tlu·ee divisions, ' 
p ro , con and neutral • ~Jllen these measur e1~1ents were computed i t was found 
tha t of the 65 1/2 i nches cievoted to niscussion of the State :Wcpartment , 
.149 was pro , .161 was neu·cral and .690 was con . There is no v1ay of 
deter mining if t h is neguti ve a tti tude towaru the ;;)tate ilepartttent is the 
result o f pure p L1ue on ear son's part or not • It does ind icate , hO'fever , 
tha t f or the pe riod of the study, his column h as been unfavorable to the 
State Departnent , regardless of the ' ecretBry i n c harge . 
In v i ew of this negative attitude and his personal ci i fferences with 
ean 1 cheson , ~e might expe ct the latter to appear under the classificat-
i on heel.' Such is not the case. Instead r,:;.r· . Acheson vms ninth on t he 
list of 'heroes " vJith 10 3/4 inches of' favorable COHlL en t . 
HUlvlC;R 
This categ ory was made UJ:l entirely of short anecdotes concerning the 
lives and times of ',iashing ton great and near- great . The content of these 
anecdotes nas i n no way , insof ar as coul d be determined , a measurement 
of the Pearson a ttitude to~~ard the subjects concerned . It is my 
conclusi on that they were used to brighten the colur.m and gi ve the reader 
rel i ef from the more serious aspects of Pearson's writings . The low per-
centage s which the c a tegory attained seem to bear out this opinion . 
total of 222 1/2 i _ches , . 042 of' the tot al space, was devoted to 
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t he ca tegory • 
• 020 
Its h i ghest monthly pereent· ge was .097 in J anuary, 1 943, 
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and it dropped t o a low of .oo6 in Oc t ober , 1950 . 
POST W.AR R ~COVERY 
A 0 D 
ost \' ar Recovery , which r a nked. in ninth pl a ce in the a na lys is , 
might be termed a transient c a tegory. By t hat I me an that it c ame i n to 
be ing direct l y following Worl d 1 ar II nn d d isapp eared a t t he b eginning of 
t h e United Nat ion 's fight agains t aggress ion in Korea . During t he f our 
y ea r s that it was a pa rt o f ear son's colunm, i t received 210 l/4 inches 
of s pace ;ith a percent age of .o4o of the tota l s pace . It rea ched its 
peak i n J une, 1948 , with a monthly high of .111 . By ugust , 1 950, i t 
h ad dropped c ompl e tely out of sigh t . 
The c ategory i ncluded such ind ica tors as food and a id to war 
4-9 
distressed nations, veteran's housing, clothing shortages, veteran's re-
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FIGu'RE 9 
POST f R RECOVERY 
h abilita tion and the .friendship Train . The indications seemed to be tha t 
:t>eru·son, along with 1any others , thought that wars were obsolete . 
I TilliS 
The c a tegory, Items, which stood in tenth place in the anal ysis 
could have been entitled Canitol Chaff as it was often t cnned in Pearson's 
colurm1 and vmich is exactly what it was. The indicators for this ca tegory 
were one and t wo sentence bits of straight ne\"lS of lashington affairs , 
~·hich except f or their informative value , served no other apparent purpose 
but to a ct as filler material . 
· s Figure 10 indicates tbe category showed little variance from 
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month to month . It re a ched its h j_ghest month in pril , 1946, with .o68 
and dropped to an insignificant low of .00 2 in October, 1950 • 
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These brief fillers con swned 201 1/2 i nches of the total spa ce 
during t h e period of the analysis with a perc ent age of .038 . The tr·end 
is avmy from the use of these items. ThJ:ough the months of the analysis 
they appea red less a nd less frequently as -ear son coucerned himself wi th 
more i mportant events whic h he could int erpret and upon which he could 
voic e h is personal opinion. 
LABOR 
This category c arried on Pearson's interest in the fate of the 
comnon man a s evidenced earlier in the survey by his antipa thy towar d 
I 
I 
I I. 
Bi g Business . S tanding i n eleventh place 1Ni th a pe rcentage rating of .035 I 
the ca tegory conta ined 186 1/4 colur.m i nches . May, 194 7 was its highest . I 
month with a percent age of .108 . In June , 1948 , August, 1950 and October, 
50 
II 11 1950 , it dropped to .000. lith these exceptions it dropped no lower than 
I 
II .015 . 
II 
\I eak months of Februaxy, 1944 , and I.lay , 1947 , C<m be easily account-
e d f or. In the fir s t inst ance eaxson was concerned over a prospective 
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LABOR 
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wartime draft of l abor of which h e did not approve. In -,1ay, 1947 , he 
devo t eu considerable space to discussions of l a bor legislation including 
the Taft-Hartley bill of which he also disapproved. 
Indic ators f or this ca tegory were l abor unions , l a bor draft, l abor 
troubles and labor legislation. In all of the content devoted to l abor 
I 
ir 
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li 
:I 
ear son vas sympathetic to the working man . His commen t 
was lOa<}~ favorable . Union l eaders di d not fare so well . 
on labor unions 
1 lthough Pearson 
1
] 
endors e s l abor, we fi nd tha t one of the most prominent l abor leaders in I 
t he na tion , John L . Lewis, ranks in seventh pl ace on ? earson ' s list of 
liheels . • 
51 
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SCANDAL 
One of the chara cteris tics of Drew Pearson is his will ingness to 
attack gr aft, corruption and misuse of public off ice whenever and where-
ever it occurs. This practice ha s often r esulted in libel suits against 
him but to date none of them have been successfully tried . The category 
Scandal was derived from such indicators as those mentioned a bove and 
Congressmen who forced employees to 'kick-back' a portion of the salaries 
paid the11l by the Congressmen . 
The category ranked t welfth in the survey INi th 116 column inches or 
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SCANDAL 
.0 22 of the total spa ce. It reached its largest month with a content of 
.131. Except for t he months when it dropped from the news completely, 
ay , 194 7, July, 1949, and Augus t, 1950, it dropped no lower than .009 
'l'he p eak month of October, 1950 , r esulted when ·Jearson devoted 67 3/4 
colunm inches to Republic an Representative Val ter Brehm of Ohio a nd 
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Democratic Congressman, Louis Rabaul t of Michigan . Both men were accused 
of accepting salary llkicl-::- backs · " In both cases Pearson 1 s informa tion 
was backed by figures and eyewitness accounts . 
PUBLIC V/ELF .ARE 
Had the categor i es for this analysis been less closely drmvn Public 
\Jelfare mi gh t have been included in the category Post \r ar Recovery. t 
1 
the close of the post-war per iod , indicators f or Post War Recovery dropped I 
I f rom earson's colw1ms to be replaced by such national subjects as federal I 
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PUBLIC 'IELFJillE 
health insurance , publ ic power , fresh water shortages, price ceilings, 
rent control and public housing . 
Despite its l a te start, t he category ranked in thirteenth place in 
t h e f inal totals with .022 . It reached a high of .108 in the month of 
July , 1949 . Indications are that it well may rema in a permanent part of 
P e arson's column . 
53 
His attitude in this category was semi- Socialistic , for he approved 
of government regulation of rents and prices . His favoring of public 
power coincides with his di sapproval of Big Business. 
CRlldE 
Crime is not one of Pearson's major concerns as its compara tively 
low .020 percentage would indicate. The category occupied fourteenth 
place in the analysis with 103 column i nches . It reached a monthly high 
of .155 in October, 1950, and prior to that month had not appeared in the 
columns since February , 1944. 
1 Jhen Pearson did discuss crime in his columns he concentrated on 
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CRHIE 
cause and effect rather than on the act itself. In January, 1943 , he 
criticized the parole system for its laxity , in February, 1944, the ''boot-
I 
!, 
II 
1\ legging" of quinine and in October, 1950, he attacked narcotic riiJg s and 
\! 
the interna tional "Mafia. 79 
GOVERN"n:iENT AGE11CIES 
·I 
'I 
The fifteenth ranking category denotes Drew Pearson's attitude toward 
I 
·' the various alphabetical a gencies which came into being with the New Deal q 
li 
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I 
and have been part and parcel of the American government ever since. 
Ninety-three column inches were devoted to the category or .020 per-
cent . Its highest month was March, 1945, and it dropped from the analysis 
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GOVEI:OO:IENT AGENCIES 
during five months of the ten month survey . 
Only government agencies and their activities were used as indicators 
I fo r this category. Pearson favored the Office of Price Administration and 
I 
II I. 
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ll 
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d 
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!\ cautioned a gainst its abolishment . 1; hen the office had been legislated ;
1 
J\ out of existence and prices had gone up , Pearson hastened to call t his fact !! 
'· 
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I 
r I 
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I 
to the attention of those who had maintained that prices would adjust 
themselves • 
The Rural Electrification Administration was favored by Pearson, but 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was criticized. 
PERSONAL OPINION 
Any attempt to divorce personal opinion completely from Pearson's 
r11ri ting is an invitation to madness . The column inch is not the unit for 
such a measurement. A much longer period devoted to measurement and the 
use of the ci statement " as a unit of measure would constitute t he most 
accurat e measurement of this category. For the purposes of this analysis 
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ERSONAL OPINION 
only such personal opinionsthat could be accurately measure by the column 
inch were used. 
Drew earson's vehicle for expressing his personal opinion was the 
open letter. Sometin1es these letters were addressed to Stalin or other 
========*===========~======================== ~~~~-~=-============~======== 
I. 
notables, but more often than not to Pearson's daughter . In these l ett ers, 
he expressed himself on a variety of subjects . The present trend of his 
column is toward increased expression of his own opinions . 
The cateeory ranked sixteenth containing 89 1/~ inches or .017 per-
cent of the total space . The highest month was May, 191+7, when it reach-
ed .01+7 percent • 
RACE PRE.rLJDICE 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I Seventeenth place in the analysis was held by Race Prejudice. The II 
category accounted for 60 column inches or .011 percent of the total spacel 
It did not appear in the analysis during four months of the survey and 
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RACE PREJUDICE 
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reached its highest month in January, 191+3, with .036. earson, through- \ 
1: out the period of this analysis, was strongly against any person or group 
practic ing racial prejudice . He favored the establishment of the new 
Jewish republic and criticized Truman and the British government for their 11 
1 
·' 
I 
II 
57 
II 
I 
championing of the Arab nations . 
li He cited examples of instances in vilhich !1 
mixed races in the crews of ships had made for greater efficiency of 
operation . 
As he supported racial minorities, he vigorously attacked racial 
1j bigotry . The Ku Klux Klan was a favorite target of his attacks . In some 
. I
1nysterious manner he was able to obtain the minutes of various meetings 
of that organization ~1ich he publ ished verbatim i n his column . The 
Daughters of the Junerican Revolution were also criticized for withholding 
the use of their hall from colored artists . 
Indicators for this category were rac ial minorities , Jewi sh persecut-
i on , Negro persecution , the Ku Klux Klan and the Daughters of the American 
Revolution . It is i nteresting to note that neither Pearson's list of 
'' heroes I or llheels it carries the name of either a Jew or a Negro • 
WAR CRE!!ES 
This category was of a straight ne ws natu re , i n which Pearson printed 
t he facts regardi:Jg atrocities cornmi tted by our enemies during the war . 
The category stood in eighteent h place and contained 57 3/4 column i n ches . 
In percentage of total space it ranked .011 . I ts largest month was May, 
1947 , when i t reached a high of .087 . 
Pearson devoted the entire columnar space of this category to the 
trial of Lieutenant Commander Edward N. Little . The officer v.ras being I 
1: 
tried for his actions while a war prisoner in a Japanese war prison camp . 1\ 
AGRICD"L~JRE I 
~ I 
I 
In nineteenth place in the analysis was the category Agriculture . 
I 
It contained 55 column i nches wi th a percentage rating of .010 . The 
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category was spasmodically in and out of the survey , leaping from .000 
to a high of .13~ in October , 1950 . It was f ound that Pearson upheld the 
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AGH.I ULL'I'URE 
!\ 
I· 
deferment of farmers during the war and was generally in accord with any I 
I plan that promised to benefit the common man . There seems to be valence 
between Pearson's attitude toviaru Labor and Agriculture and his ant ipathy , 
toward Big Business . 
EDUCATION ' . I 
I 
Education , the twentieth category , appeared in the analysi s in only I 
!I 
" 
the months of June, 19~8, and July , 19~9 . In those t wo months 52 colurQU ii 
i nches were devoted to it, with respec t ive monthly percentages of .059 
and .032 . Its pe rcentage rank in the complete analysis was .010 . 
The indicator for this category was federal aid to education which 
?earson ~ ·as encouraging at the time . 
t this juncture it should be pointed out that 9~ ·5 percent of the 
1: 
1, 
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li 
content analysis has been discussed . The r emaining categories are 
discussed in brief as each comprises less th8ll one percent of the content 
" I! 
'I 
I 
involved in the analysis . -vii th the exception of Propaganda none of the 
I 
remaining categories appeared in more than two months of the survey . I 
~ I 
It could be argued that these categories should have been included 
i n previous categories because they have certain similarities . Such 
action, however, would have caused overlapping of categories , a condition Jj 
:I 
wh ich I have tried to preclude from this piece of research . 1: 
The remaining categories are listed in chronological order from 
t wenty-one throug h thirty-one . 
PROPAGAl,IDA 
· Th e recipient of 50 3/4 column inches or .009 percent of the total 
I 
il 
I 
li 
space, this category appeared in April , 1946 , Hay , 1948 , and August , 1950 • 1! 
..:.ugus t, 1950, v;as its highest month when it contained .o88 percent of the 
I! monthly content. Indi cators for the ca tegory were the Voice of Americ a , 
II 
' 
' independent propaganda and Russ ian counter-propaganda. 
P earson favored the Voice of P ... merica and bemoaned its lack of funds 
and fac ilities. He encouraged independent propaganda such as citizen's 
letters to Corununist count r ies. On one occasion he advanced the idea of 
l a unching small balloons containing propaganda . These balloons would 
float on favorable winds deep into the heart of :tussia where our trans- !1 
mitters were ineffectual. 
POST l'i.AR PLANIUNG 
Akin to ost War Recovery and yet apart, this category r eceived 
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inches of space . Its percentage was .oo8 for the entire analysis and it 
re ached a monthly hi gh of .051 in liiarch, 1945 . It dealt with idealistic 
hopes for a •'brave new worldll rather than the realistic issues which con-
st i tuted t h e category Post \lar Recovery . 
DISPLACED PERSONS 
This category concerning the plight of those people uprooted by the 
r a vages of war consumed 36 1/2 column inches or .007 percent of the tota l 
a nalysis . It appe a red in only t wo months, !viarch, 1945, with .054 percent 
of the month's space and July, 194-9 , with .012 . 
Pearson felt compassion for these derelicts and urged that a larger 
quota be permitted entry into the United States . Senators and Represent-
ati ves who blocked such c1uota revisions were criticized . 
SUBVERSION 
In January , 194-3 , 9 l/2 inches or .021 percent of the monthly space 
wa s devoted to this category . It did not appear in the analysis again 
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until ·1a y , 194-7 , when it received 20 3/4 colurrill. inches or .031 percent of \: 
the monthly total . In the coraplete analysis its percentage wa s .oo6 . 
lnclicators for this category were such items as subversive organiza t-
j ions and their publications . I 
!' I' i!· :ESPION.b.GE 
This ca tegory cont a ins references to agencies of foreign powers !I 
I 
VJhich sought to destroy our goverrunent from v1i thout , through spy ne t vvor ks . :. 
1: 
It c onta ine d 27 coluran inches and constituted .005 percent of the total 
s pace of the analysis . As was the case with Subversion it appeared only 
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I 
t wice in the analysis . Its first appearance was i n April, 1946, when it 1 
I 
consumed only .013 percent of the monthly space . Its f inal appearance was 
i n June , 1948 , wh en it reached a monthly high of .031 . 
I n both c ases the villa in of the p i ece was Russia . According t o 
Pears on , Russia mai nta i ned a prodi gi ou s net wor k of s pies i n the United 
States whose job it was t o a c qui re atomic data . 
This c tegory appeared only once in t h e entire analysis . I n I, .. Iarch , 
1945 , it contai ned 16 3/4 coltmm i nches with a monthly percentage of .030 . 
It s percentage in the entire analysis was .003 . 
The c ategory dealt l a r gely with the arr,zy operation of military 
g overnments . Pears on did not approve . 
This category which also put in but a solo appearance vms a pl ea for 
vrorld cooperation . Pearson called for wor ld f ri endship especially n ith 
11 Russia and her people s. It contained 16 colwrm inches and .003 percent of 
'I the total analysi s space • I n June , 1948, it s only month , it a ccount ed for 
• 027 percent of the monthly space . 
FREEDOiv1 OF THE PRESS 
he re Vi ere only t wo reference s to freedor,t of the press i n a ll of' the 
colwnns surveyed . The bo th occurred i n the J,i.onth of December, 1950 . Only I 
1 2 column inc he s were devoted to the subject which was .021 percent of t he 
t otal space of the anal ysis . Its monthly percent age in De c ember , 1950 , 
was .021 . 
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~earson criti cized the censorshi p of news dispatches from the 
Korean front , saying that the ll.merican people were entitled to know the 
facts of any operation tlla t took place , insofar as that information d i d 
not viola te military security • 
·' though · earson approves of the freedom of the press he does not 
aj,)prove of all those who exercise it . Colonel "Bertie " ·'cCormiclc of the 
Chic ago Daily Tribune ranks in ninth place on earson ' s list of "heels . u 
.S 0 TS 
It can safely be said that Drew ' earson is not sports- minded . If 
he is , it is not ref l ected in his colwJm . Only 7 1/2 inches were 
devoted to Sports and those inches concerned the outs ter o ~ baseball 
commissioner , ''Happy " Chandler . 
Tl:..e percentage f or the category in the entire analysis v·as .001 . 
Its monthly percentage i n December , 1950 , wa s .013 . 
l. tOTIOlii J?ICTURES 
The notion picture industry was mentioned i n the col wnns nnalyzed 
only one e in the survey . The reference vms a 4 1/2 inch ne<'lS it em on 
Hollywo od salaries . The c ategory's percentage rank for the analysis v1as 
. 001 . Its monthly percentage rate in January , 1 943 , vms .010 . 
COHi-lliUTI N.S 
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Had it been in my poVJ·er to foretell the future this category wuuld l1 
I' not have been included in the analysis . Initial research in the v or·ld 
1
j 
li 
of Drew "'earson indicated t ha t he quite frequently a ck.11owledged his errors 
in print . Consequently when a one inch correction appeared in Janua r y , 
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1 1943, it was duly recorded . No further correct ions were recorded from !I 
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t hat time on . Its percentag e for J anuary , 1943 , was .002 and in the tota l i j . 
anal ys i s it could not b e determined a f t e r it had been carried out f our 
pla ce s . 
:F'rom t h is, t v.ro conclus ions Ilk'l.Y be drawn. b i ther Pearson ha s c eased 
c orrect ing h i s errors or he ha s attained i nfallibility . 
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FOOTNOTES 
77 Walter Brehm, Republican Congressman from Ohio, was accused 
by Pearson of accepting salary "kick-backs• from an aged woman in his 
employe. See Scandal, Section 12 of the con tent analysis. 'I I, 
I 
78 In order to qualify in this category it was necessary for a 11 
candi date to receive over ten inches of colmm space and receive mention I 
in at least two different months of the analysis. Peron was mentioned in 
two different mont hs but did not receive the necessary amount of space. 
79 An exanrple of Pearson's technique in uncovering and creating I' 
news. Narcotic rings and their effects on teen-agers did not become the 
1
,, 
subject of the authorities concerned until June 1951. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
l'.lany conclus ions regarding the character, wri ti ne; and reportorial 
i n tegrity of Drew Pearson bave been made prior to this cha pter thr ou gh 
t he fore go i ng discussion of the content analysis. There are, however, 
general conclusions tl:l..at may be made i n regard to Drew Pears on, the man , 
and to Drew Pearson , the colu.r;m i s t. 
The tvw e ntities are sep arate and distinct and we nust come to know 
both of them if we are to get a couplete picture of Drew Pearson. Insofar 
as the man is concerned, he brirJg s to his colu.rnn a e;ood family ba ckgr ound, 
an excellent e duc a tion and a knowledge of the world gair.e d throug h extens-
i ve travel . Unlike other colUlnnists , whose name s spring to the mind a ll 
too quickly, he has never, as far as I ha ve been able to di s c over , gi ven 
way i n print to name-calling , bicker i ng and vengeance. 
Even after being referred to in a phrase so profan e t hat the news-
papers dared use only its i nitial letters, Pearson did not grow ane;ry and 
vent h is rag e through his colunm. Instead, he mitigated the i ns ult and 
even excused further outbursts on the part of President Truman by blaming 
t hem on the pressure of his high office. His def ense of his former friend j 
'I: 
:I 
I Dean Acheson, further illust :r·at es Pearson's deep s ense of loyalty. 
If the foregoing tends to prettify Drew Pearson too much, l e t us not 
'iihere h e has not used his colunm as a neapon of 
·I 
vengeance, 
forget t hat he i s prone to the many other temptations and foi bles that 
beset hurnani ty. 
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he has used it, at times, with too much zeal. In the. case of Secretary 
of Defense, James v. Forrestall, Pearson with overt confidence in his own 
j udgeme nt, hounded an efficient goveTnment official to the point wher e he 
vms no l onger able to function. Whethe r or not Pearson shares the guilt 
for Forrestall's suici de is an academic question. 
At least one i nstance has b een found wherein Pearson has att empted 
to use the power of the pre s s f or persona l gain. The cited case of 
Robert F . Jones, appointee to the Federal Cormmnications Commiss ion, is 
an exar,lpl e of an attempt to degrade an i nnocent citizen for purely selfish 
mot ives. It remai ns one of the bl ackest marlcs against Pear s on 1 s r e co r d. 
This is Pearson, the man; neither all good nor all bad . What of 
Pearson, the columnist? In the first place, he is no oracle. His pre-
dictions a r e a combination of luck, gue sswork a nd t he ability to r ela te 
one sequence of events to another. He has, at times, permitted himself 
to be bettered by his emotions, particularl y in expressing his patriotism. 
In thi s manner he unnecess arily excites the emotions of his listeners and 1! 
II 
h i s readers. He has his heroes It and his 14heels '' and doe s not he s ita te I 
to refer t o t h e.rn. f avorably or unfavorably, as the case may be. 
As a r eporter Drew Pearson is an example of the inves tigatory 
II 
' 
I 
journalist. This statement is illustrated by tbe me.ny llscoops ' tha t he 
has uncovered and brought to the attention of the reading public. Through 
hi s investigations, he has actually made nev;s where previously it had ex-
isted only in a dormant state. In the Patton incident the news was there 
but t he reporters who knew of it were afr ai d to send it to their offices . 
T.Iuch has been said about Pearson and many specific conclusions drawn 
11 in the discussion of the content ru1alysis. It would be redundant to re-
'1 1~ iterate them in this chapter. rrhere are a number of things , however, t hat 
should be said about Pearson's policies. Politically he is a New Dealer. 
Although he is often at odds with the a&ninistration, he generally favors 
its policies. In some things he would have the government go even farther 
than it ha s to date. He i s str ongly in f avor of increased government 
influence in :private affairs, although nowhere in his wriful.gs does that 
stateme nt a ppear. His championing of price controls, public power a nd 
rent cont r ol oppos ed to his consistent criticism of Big Business make so I 
forthright a statement unnecessary. If a further indication of his semi- I 
I 
fl 
'I 
Socialistic tendencies is needed it can be found in his high regard f or 
the laboring man 8lld the farmer. 
While he favors government controls he abhors the military in 
His attitude toward the army and it s caste system and his 
military oc cup at i anal governments subs tans ia te this statement j 
Over and a bove his purely personal opinions, which have become more 
gover mnen t • 
criticism of 
ru1d more a part of the Merry-Go-Round since J8lluary, 19~3, Drew Peaxson 
seems driven by one impelling force . He wants the people of the nation 
to be informed of the activities , foreign and domestic, of their govern-
men t. Whenever he ha s the facts and fi gures he gives them to the people, 
to the mall in the street, whether those fi gures and facts are favorable or I 
unfavorable to the parties in power or not. 
As t h is, the final chapter of the thesis, is being •~itten, United 
Nation's of ficers and the North Kore8ll Cor~unists are att empting to 
I 
't negotiate an armistice in a town in Korea called Kaesong . In Russi8ll 
I 
I 
68 
li 
satellite countries and in the Soviet Union itself, this conference is 
being hailed as a CoLwunist victory. These people are told that the 
United Nations are suing for peace. Through our mass media no cla ims of 
victory are rnade. We are cautioned instead against overconfidence and 
false hopes. The news may not be cheery, but it is the truth. The man 
on the street will know that his future, for the next few years at least, 
1: 
11 is doubtful. The effects of a Korean armistice will be explained to 
!I 
him, in terms of himself, by the radio and its commentators and the news-
! paper and its columnists • 
I• 
11 Drew Pearson, it can be assumed, will continue his work in both media 
Jl He is not the ultimate in either objectivity or interpretation, but it is 
·! through men like him that, one day, the ultimate will be attained. 
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C . Ti!:GO Hll~ _..'GR :UGU ~-.lT 1950 
Bi g Busi ness 
:Fersonalities 
\riar Effort 
l .~ili tary 1~ffairs 
·ro})aganda 
Foreign ; ..rfairs 
Personal Op i nion 
?ub1ic He1fare 
It etlS 
o1iti cs 
Humor 
Di plomacy 
47 1/2 
44 3/i+ 
28 1/4 
27 1/4· 
21 l/4 
20 1/2 
19 
13 
10 1/1~ 
5 1/2 
3 1/4 
2 1/4 
.196 
.184 
.112 
.112 
.o88 
.o81J. 
.078 
.051J. 
.042 
.027 
.014 
.009 
I 
!I 
II 
FUi:;K 
l o 
2 0 
3 o 
4· 0 
~ . 
o . 
"7 ! • 
r< 0 • 
9 . 
10 0 
11 0 
1 2 . 
13 . 
14 . 
TABLI!: ~II 
C.\'l'EGORD'iS FOR OCTC•Bl' - 1950 
Ci TZGURI:lli COLilld'I I NCERS 
Var Effo rt 103 1 /2 
Cr j_me Sl 
· 'oliti cs 70 l /2 
Scandal 67 3/4 
Big Business 55 1/2 
Personali tles 49 l/4 
Foreign i f f a irs 23 
l!Iilit ary Affairs 2l l/2 
J~gricul ture 17 1/2 
?ubl ic ~·,elfare 15 1/2 
Diplomacy 9 
Race " rejudi ce 5 
Humor 2 l/2 
Items l ljl~ 
RltC ::.~:T~\.GE 
.197 
.155 
.135 
ol 3l 
.106 
.093 
.ol+5 
. 041 
.034 
.o28 
o0l7 
.010 
. oo6 
.002 
I 
II 
j 
'I )I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
---
1 . 
3· 4. 
5· 6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9· 
1 0 . 
11. 
1 2 . 
13 . 
1 !1 -,. . 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
Ci~'.l:El.~ORIES l!'UH. m .. C:Jiii ili.SE 1 950 
C.ATEGuRI EB 
L:il i tm7 Affairs 
::.. ersona1it i es 
i?ol i tics 
Di plomacy 
Humor 
Foreign f ffairs 
}'ublic 1Jelfare 
ih r Effort 
:>ersona1 l 1pinion 
Items 
Labor 
li'reedom of the - ress 
d:ports 
-ace - .cejudi c e 
Big - usiness 
Government Agencies 
Scandal 
115 
97 1/4 
96 
56 1/l.~ 
32 1/4 
29 1/11-
29 
23 1/2 
23 1/4 
15 1/2 
12 1/2 
1 2 
7 1/2 
7 1/4 
7 
6 1/l.!-
5 
El ~G .rJ ·f'rAGE 
.200 
.169 
.167 
.098 
.056 
-051 
.050 
.o41 
. ol.~o 
.027 
.022 
.021 
.013 
. 013 
. 01 2 
.011 
.009 
I 
I 
II 
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